COVELL CREATIVE METALWORKING DVD’s
The DVDs are in NTSC (US) FORMAT
ADVANCED TIG WELDING DVD
(NTSC FO RMAT) T his programme
covers many advanced topics in T IG
welding, including welding chrome moly
steel, stainless steel, aluminium,
magnesium, bronze, copper, and titanium.
You`ll also learn how to weld castings made from
aluminium, magnesium, and bronze. Clear guidelines
are given for using the pulse and waveform adjustments
that many new welders have, along with great practical
advice on machine setup, joint preparation, and weld
finishing. Ron`s clear and detailed instructions are easy
to follow, and the striking close-up photography shows
you exactly what to look for as you weld! DVD, NTSC
standard, color 111 Mins $60.00
BASIC TECHNIQ UES FO R STEEL Probably the
most comprehensive metalworking video to
date. Ron demonstrates the fundamentalsof
hammer and dolly technique, and shows
how to do high level metal work that
requires nofiller He starts with a 1932
Morgan in bad condition, and goes through
every step of perfectly restoring the body. You'll see
great demo's of hole filling patch panels, wired edge
repair, rust repair, T IG welding, metal-finishing, and
shrinking. T his video shows you how top quality metalwork can be done with very simple tools DVD, NTSC
standard, color 80 Mins $60.00
CHOPPING AND SECTIONING A radically
rework a'56 Studebaker pickup giving it a 4"
chop, a 6" section, and apie cutting the hoodEvery step is shown with clear detail See how
where to lay out the cuts, different ways to cut
the metal, and how to fit the pieces back
together to establish flowing contours. There are demo's on
the English Wheel, planishlng hammer and Pullmax (with
shrinking dies) plus TIG welding and plasma cutting- Special
attention is paid to getting the gaps uniform. DVD, NTSC
standard, color 100 Mins $60.00
ENGLISH WHEEL TECHNIQ UES Starting
with a clear explanation of the principles that
enable the machine to move metal. Ron shows
the basic 'tracking' patterns that are used to
shape panels of various sizes and
configurations. In addition to the common
techniques of wheeling, Ron shows some of the lesserknown processes; such as using a rubber top wheel, and
doing embossing with the machine. Whether you're brand
new to the English Wheels or an experienced user, you'll
find valuable information on this video. DVD, NTSC
standard, color 86 Mins $60.00

HAMMER FO RMING TECHNIQ UES
T eachs you all about the hammer forming
process Form blocks are easy to make, and
they enable you to create parts with the
accuracy of diestamped originals. T en
different hammer forming operations are shown, from
a simple tank top to a beautiful rolled edge detail on a
complicated pontoon fender for a Bugatti. Striking
close-up shots bring you close to the action, and all
aspects of the hammerforming process are clearly
described.. DVD, NTSC standard, color 76 Mins
$60.00 O UT O F STO CK ABO UT 2 WEEKS
MIG WELDING BASICS Covers the
basic processes used for MIG welding,
covering proper machine setup, joint
preparation, electrode selection &
preparation, torch technique, and perhaps
most importantly, what to check for when
things go wrong! Ron's thoughtful description, coupled
with close-up photography makes the seemingly
difficult process of MIG welding easy to understand.
DVD, NTSC standard, color 80 Mins $60.00
SHAPING ALUMINUM WITH HAND
TO O LS Watch Ron go through every
step of making a track roadster nose,
demonstrating techniques suitable for
making virtually any body panel. He starts
with a station buck defining the shape,
shows how the patterns are made, then shows each
piece and joins them together. Annealing, mallet and
sandbag rough shaping, hammer and dolly smoothing,
metal finishing,and both oxy-aclylene and T IG welding
are covered. If you've ne ve r se e n me tal shape d by
hand, you may be astounde d by how simple the
proce ss is! DVD, NTSC standard, color 100 Mins
$60.00
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COVELL CREATIVE METALWORKING DVD’s
The DVDs are in NTSC (US) FORMAT
SLICING AND DICING DVD (NTSC
FO RMAT) Modifying Grille Shells by
Ron Covell Watch Ron Covell make
traditional modifications on two
different grille shells; he chops a 1932
Ford shell 2 1/2–inches, and narrows a
1929 shell 5–inches. Ron shows how
being creative with the layout of the cuts can ease your
work tremendously, and he shows how to make each
cut with precision. You’ll learn the importance of
proper joint preparation, and you’ll see in-depth
treatment of tack welding, finish welding, hammer and
dolly work, and the final steps needed to smooth the
welds to perfection. T hese same techniques will apply
to many other metalworking projects, and Ron’s clear
and detailed descriptions are easy to follow. T he tight
close-up photography shows each step in striking
detail, and Ron imparts a wealth of knowledge about
the ‘fine points’ of doing top-quality metalworking
DVD NT SC Playing T ime 34 minutes
Publisher Covell Creative Metalworking
Availability IN STOCK $30.00
TIG WELDING BASICS Covers the
basic processes used for T IG welding,
covering proper machine setup, joint
preparation, electrode selection &
preparation, torch technique, and perhaps
most importantly, what to check for when things go
wrong! Ron's thoughtful description, coupled with
close-up photography makes the seemingly difficult
process of T IG welding easy to understand. DVD,
NTSC standard, color 80 Mins $60.00

WO RKING WITH TUBING Great
close-up shots which bring you close to
the action. Several bending techniques
are shown, including bending with heat,
both freehand and over forms, and
using tube bending machines (both inexpensive and
professional). Coped and mitered joints are covered,
and some techniques are shown for flaring and tapering
tubing. T here is an extensive section on working with
U-bends, showing how to create anything from simple
waterpipes to elaborate headers. Most of the
te chnique s shown use only simple shopequipment
You'll love it DVD, NTSC standard, color 80 Mins
$60.00
BUILDING A CHO PPER CHASSIS Starts with an
overview of frame design, explaining the concepts of
rake, trail, and stretch.T he use of chassis
jigs, then goes on to show how to bend and
fit tubing to create a chopper frame to match
any design. Also shows the use of both
entry-level and high-end tools for layout,
cutting, and bending DVD, NTSC
standard, color 70 Mins $60.00
MAKING MO TO RCYCLE GAS
TANKS T his video shows how to make
two very different gas tanks. T he first
tank is a flat-bottomed chopper style
made from steel, and the process for making bucksand
patterns is clearly shown. T he second tank is a
voluptuously curved custom shape, made from
aluminium. See how to do the forming with hand tools,
or with an English wheel. DVD, NTSC standard,
color 166 Mins $80.00
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